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Elements with Many Roots 
 
Vance Faber 
 
      Abstract.  Let G be an infinite group and let h and g be elements.  We say that h is a 
root of g if some integer power of h is equal to g.  We define K(G) to be the subgroup of 
all elements of G for which the number of elements which are not roots is of smaller 
cardinality than the cardinality of the group.  That is, each element in K has almost every 
element in G as a root.  This paper discusses the problem: When can K(G) be non-trivial? 
 
     §1. Introduction.  Nearly 60 years ago in [8], W. R. Scott defined two subgroups of a 
given infinite group G. The first, )(GKK = , is defined as follows: 
For Gg ∈ , let ),( Ggη be the set of Gh ∈  such that ghn = has no solution for n . 
(In other words, }:{)( >∉<= hghgη .)  Then 
 
})(:{)( GkGkGK <∈= η . 
 
The second group, )(GDD = , is defined by 
 
}:{ GHGHD =≤∩= . 
 
 
Scott proved several interesting theorems about D and K; the principal ones follow. 
 
     THEOREM A.  If G is abelian, EKD ==  unless FZG
p
×≅
∞
, F finite, in which 
case, 
∞
≅=
p
ZKD  . 
 
     THEOREM B. For any G, DK ≤ .  If G is not periodic, EK = . 
 
     THEOREM C. For any G , 
 
     (i) )(GZK ≤ . 
 
     (ii) K is either cyclic of order np or a ∞p -group for some prime p . 
 
     (iii) K is a ∞p -group if and only if there exists a central ∞p -subgroup C such that 
CG /  is finite. If such a C exists, then DKC ==  . 
 
     We attack two main questions in this paper. 
 
     Question 1.  Are there locally finite groups with KD > ? 
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     Question 2.  What are the groups with non-trivial K ? 
 
     We answer the first question affirmatively in Example 4.10. 
 
     Question 2 seems much more difficult to answer. For countable binary finite groups 
we have Corollary 4.6. 
 
     COROLLARY 4.6. If G is countable and either binary finite or a 2-group such that 
EGK ≠)(  , then either (i) CFPG )( ×= , with F a finite group, P a ∞p  -group, and 
)(FZC ≤  a cyclic group of order a power of p, or (ii) >=< 1,GxG , where 
CFPG )(1 ×=  with F a finite group, P a ∞2 -group, )(FZC ≤  a cyclic group of order a 
power of 2;  11 −− = zzxx  for every element z of P ,  12 Gx ∈  and there exists an m such 
that ax m =2 , the unique element of P of order 2.  In the first case, K (G) = P , and in the 
second case, >=< aGK )( . 
 
     For uncountable groups, we have Corollary 4.9. 
 
     COROLLARY 4.9. If G is an uncountable class 2 nilpotent group, then K(G) =E. 
 
     Clearly in Jonsson groups [9] G, GGD =)( . Thus, in discussions of D we must put 
some restrictions on the class of groups we study, and locally finite seems a reasonable  
restriction since there are no uncountable locally finite Jonsson groups of regular 
cardinality (see [2, p.73]).  However, the groups in Example 4.10 are nilpotent of class 2 
and are even FC . 
 
     If G has an equipotent abelian subgroup, then by Theorem A, we know just about all 
there is to know about D and K, so we must expect to consider groups without equipotent 
abelian subgroups.   
 
     This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides the notation. Section 3 gives a 
number of lemmas which are needed later. Section 4 provides the answer to Question 1 
and concentrates on reducing Question 2 to seemingly more manageable questions. 
 
     §2. Notation.  Let S and T be sets. The cardinality (power) of S is denoted by S . If S 
and T have the same cardinality, we say that they are equipotent. If m is an infinite 
cardinal, +m  is the first cardinal greater than m; m2 is the cardinality of the set of all 
subsets of a set of power m; ∑
<
<
=
mn
nm 22 ;  m is regular if it is not the sum of a smaller 
number of smaller cardinals. 
 
     Let G be a group, H be a subgroup, and S be a subset of G. The centralizer of S in G is 
denoted by )(SCG . We denote the center of G by )()( GCGZ G= . If }1{=H , the trivial 
subgroup, we often denote H by E. If Gyx ∈, , the commutator of x and y is 
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xyyxyx 11],[ −−= . The subgroup generated by S is denoted by ><  S . The derived 
(commutator) group of G is >∈=<′ },:],{[ GyxyxG . The index of H in G is denoted by 
]:[ HG . The conjugate class of S in G is }:{)()( 1 GgSggSClSCl G ∈== − . An element 
g of G is a p′ -element if its order, g , is relatively prime to the prime p. The exponent of 
G is the smallest integer n (if one exists) such that 1=ng  for all Gg ∈ ; it is denoted 
)exp(G .  G is nilpotent of class n if n is the length of the upper central series. A section 
of G is a factor group of a subgroup. G is FC if every element y has finitely many distinct 
conjugates ygg 1− for Gg ∈ . If G is a p -group, )(1 GΩ is the group generated by the set 
of all elements of order p.  A Jonsson group is an infinite group which has no proper 
equipotent subgroups. G is locally (binary) finite if every finite (two-element) subset 
generates a finite subgroup. The cartesian product of H and GC ≤  with amalgamated 
subgroup A is denoted by ACH )( × .   Additional terminology can be found in [6] and [7]. 
 
     We also have occasion to use the following construction. Let V and W be vector 
spaces over a field K and WVV →×:ρ be a nonzero alternating bilinear function. If  
WVV →×:γ is any bilinear function such that ),(),(),( xyyxyx γγρ −= , then WV ×  
can be given the structure of a nilpotent group of class 2, denoted by WVG γ= , by 
defining ),(,(),)(,( yxbayxbyax γ+++= .  Note that )),(,0()],(),,[( yxbyax ρ= . 
 
     §3. Preliminary Lemmas. Throughout this section G is a group and H is a subgroup.  
If  GH <  and GS ≤ , we denote the set HSH / by S  . 
 
     LEMMA 3.1. [8, p.189] 
 
       (i) ∅=)1(η . 
 
       (ii) )()( 1 xx ηη =− . 
 
       (iii) )()()( 2121 xxxx ηηη ∪≤ . 
 
       (iv) )),(())(),(( GxGx ησσση ≤  for any homomorphism σ of G. 
 
       (v)  ),(),( GhHHh ηη ∩=  if GHh ≤∈ . 
 
       (vi)  )()( xCGx G−≥η . 
 
     LEMMA 3.2. 
        
       (i)  )( 21 xx η∉  and )( 32 xx η∉  imply that )( 31 xx η∉ . 
 
       (ii)  )( yg η∉  and )(ag η∈  imply that )(ay η∈ . 
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     PROOF.  
       (i)  If )( 21 xx η∉ , there exists an n such that nxx 12 = .  If )( 32 xx η∉ ,  there exists an 
             m such that mxx 23 = .  Thus 
nmxx 23 = , so )( 31 xx η∉ . 
 
     Of course, (ii) is a contrapositive of (i). 
 
     LEMMA 3.3.  Let >=< aK ,  }:{)( >∉<= gagaη .   If )(GAut∈α , then 
)())(( aa ηηα = . 
 
      PROOF.  We know by [8, p.193] that K is a characteristic subgroup. Suppose 
)(ag η∈ . If ag n =)]([α , then ag n =)(α , so Kag n ∈= − )(1α . Since KK =)(α ,  
)(1 a−α  is a generator of K.  Thus there exists m such that aag mmn == − ))(()( 1α ,  so 
)(ag η∉ . This contradiction shows that )()( ag ηα ∈ .  Since 1−α  is also an 
automorphism, )())((1 aa ηηα ≤− .   
 
      LEMMA 3.4.  If GH < , GHG =/ and Ka ∈ ,  then )/( HGKa ∈ . 
 
      PROOF. This follows from Lemma 3.1.(iv). 
 
     Next we generalize [8; Corollary 3]. 
- 
     LEMMA 3.5.  If )(GKH ≤  with H finite, then )(GKK = . 
 
     PROOF. )(GKK ≤  by Lemma 3.4.  Suppose )(GKx ∈ . Then Gx <)(η .  Now 
 
}:{}:{)( Hgxggxgx >∉<=>∉<=η . 
 
 
Let }:{)}(:{ Hgxgxgg >∉<=∈= ηη .  Then GxH <= )(ηη .   If 
))(( hg
Hh
ηη
∈
∪∪∉ , then hxg n =  for some n  and some Hh ∈  and also 1−= hg m  for 
some m .  Hence xg nm =+ , so )(xg η∉ .   Thus 
 
Ghx
Hh
<+≤ ∑
∈
)()( ηηη , 
 
so Kx ∈ . 
. 
      LEMMA 3.6.  Suppose ))(( aCG η= , Ka ∈≠1 , npa = .  Then the set H of  p′ -
elements is an abelian subgroup and )(aH η≤ . 
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     PROOF.  Clearly if x is a p′ -element, >∉< xa .   Since )(aη  is abelian,  the p′ -
elements form an abelian group. 
 
     LEMMA 3.7. Suppose ))(( aCG η= , Ka ∈≠1 , npa = .  Then )(GKa ∈  and 
HGG /=  is a p-group, where H is the set of p′ -elements. 
 
     PROOF. This follows from Lemma 3.1.(iv) and Lemma 3.6 and its proof. 
 
     LEMMA 3.8.  If 1],[ =ah ,  )(ah η∈ and npa = ,  then )(aah η∉  if and only if 
1))/(,( =><∩><>< ahhp . 
 
     PROOF. Note first that )(ah η∈  implies that ><≤><∩>< paah . Let 
|)(| ><∩><= ahm .  Then spm ah )(=  for some s.  If mlkpn +=1 ,  then 
11)( +− === pslpslpmlmlml aaahaah sk .   Since ,1)1,( =+pslp , there exists a t such that 
aaah tpslmlt == + )()( 1 , so )(aah η∉ . In the other direction, if aah q =)( , then 
><≤><∩>∈<= −− pqq aahha 1 .  This gives both 1| −qp  and qm | ,  from 
which we conclude 1),( =mp . 
 
      LEMMA 3.9.  Suppose )(ag η∈  and ax p = . Then if )( yg η∉ , )(xy η∈ . 
 
      PROOF. By Lemma 3.2 (ii), )(ay η∈ . Thus >∉<= yax p , so >∉< yx . 
 
      LEMMA 3.10.  [8; p.191]. If H is an equipotent subgroup of G, then )()( HKGK ≤ . 
 
      DEFINITION.  Suppose G has a normal ∞p -subgroup C of fmite index. We say 
 
          (i) G is of type 1T  for the prime p if C is central; 
 
          (ii) G is of type 2T  if p =2, C is not central, and every element x not in )(CCG  
                satisfies 11 −− = ccxx for all Cc ∈  and there exists an m such that ax m =2 , the  
               unique  element in C of order 2. 
 
      LEMMA 3.11. The group G has an infinite abelian subgroup of finite index, and  
      
EGK ≠)(  if and only if one of the following holds: 
 
           (i) G is of type 1T , in this case CGK =)( ; 
 
           (ii) G is of type 2T , in this case >=< aGK )( . 
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     PROOF. If G has an infinite abelian subgroup of finite index, then G has an infinite 
normal abelian subgroup A of finite index.  Now EAKGK =≤ )()(  unless A has a 
characteristic ∞p -subgroup C of finite index. Thus GC < , and G is a finite extension of 
C.  Suppose C is not central in G. Then CGKK ≤= )(  is central and finite and contains 
all the elements of C which have order p. Let x be any element in G which fails to 
centralize C. Then conjugation by x, xα , is a non-trivial automorphism of C, which fixes 
every element of order p. By a theorem of Baer (see [6; Lemma 3.28]), xα  has infinite 
order unless 2=p . Thus we have a contradiction unless 2=p . For 2=p , we have the 
same contradiction if xα  fixes every element of order 4, so 1
2
=xα , )(2 CCx G∈  and 
1)( −= ccxα  for every Cc ∈ .  Now 2122 )()( xccxxxxc == − for each Cc ∈ . Since )(aη  
is finite where a is the element of order 2 in C, >∈< xca for all but finitely many c.  
Suppose that there are infinitely many Cc ∈  such that cmxca )(= for cm odd. Then 
cxxc cc
mm
=)( , and since x has finite order, there are infinitely many cm  which are equal 
to m, some fixed integer.  This gives infinitely many Cc ∈  such that acx cm =  for a fixed 
integer m, clearly a contradiction.  Thus for all but finitely many c, cmxca )(= , with 
cm even. For these c , cc
mm
xxca == )( , so, in fact, there exists an even integer m2 such 
that mxa 2= .  This shows that G is type 2T . Clearly >=< aGK )(  since no other non-
trivial element of C is central.   
 
     Conversely, if G is of type 1T , CGK =)(  by Theorem C(iii).   If G is of type 2T , let 
us compute )(aη .  Since each element x not in )(CCG  satisfies ax m =2  for some m, 
these x are not in )(aη . On the other hand, )(CCG  is a finite central extension of a ∞2 -
group, so )(aη  contains only finitely many elements in 
)(CCG . This shows that >≥< aGK )( . In addition, CGK ≤)( , and a is the only non-
trivial central element in C. Thus >=< aGK )( . 
 
§4. Main Results.  First we characterize the groups of type 1T  and type 2T  (see Lemma 
3.11). 
 
     THEOREM 4.1. 
  
           (i)  G is of type 1T  for the prime p if and only if ACHG )( ×= , where H is a finite 
            group, C is a ∞p -group, and )(HZA ≤  is a cyclic group of order np ; 
 
           (ii) G is of type 2T  if and only if >=< 1,GxG , where ACHG )(1 ×=  is of type 1T  
                 for the prime 2, 11 −− = ccxx  for every element c of C, 2]:[ 1 =GG  and there   
                 exists an m such that ax m =2 , the unique element of C of order 2. 
 
      PROOF. 
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(i)  If G is of type 1T  then U
ni
iCxG
≤
= .  Let >≤=< }:{ nixH i .  Since G is  
locally  finite, H is finite. Clearly HCG = ,  )(GZCH ≤∩ , and is cyclic. 
 
             (ii) If G is of type 2T , then )(1 CCG G= is of type 1T  for the prime 2. Suppose x 
and )(CCy G∉ .  Then cyyccxx 111 −−− ==  for every Cc ∈ , so )(1 CCyx G∈− . Thus 
2)](:[ =CCG G  and >=< )(, CCxG G  for any )(CCx G∉ .  In the other direction, note 
that for every Gg ∈  either 11 −− = ccgg  for every Cc ∈  or )(CCg G∈ , depending upon 
the parity of the number of times that x appears in the word which generates g. Again, we  
deduce 2)](:[ =CCG G , so )(1 CCG G= . 
 
     EXAMPLE 4.2. 
 
              (i) Let H be a non-abelian group of order 3p  and exponent p. Let A be the center 
of H. Then ACHG )( ×=  is not isomorphic to FC ×  for any finite group F since 
2/ pCG =  and if, 2pF = ,  then FC ×  would be abelian. 
 
              (ii) Let ACHG )(1 ×=  be a group of type 1T . Let y be any element in 
CG −1 such that ay
m
= .  Suppose there exists an automorphism α of 1G  which fixes y, 
1)( −= ccα  for each Cc ∈  and ygyg 1112 )( −=α for every Gg ∈1 . Then there exists a 
group G such that >=< 1,GxG  with 21/ ZGG ≅ , yx =2 , )( 111 gxgx α=−  for every 
Gg ∈1  (see [7, 9.7.1]). If 1G  is abelian and 1=m , then such an α exists. One can easily 
construct examples with 1≠m . For example, let CzG ×>=<1 ,  1
2
=z . Then if 
),( 2azy =  with 2a  an element of order 4, we can define α  by 122)( −= czazcα  for each 
Cc ∈ . 
 
     Next we consider countable groups with non-trivial finite K. 
 
     THEOREM 4.3. If G is a countable group with npZGK ≅)(  , then G has an infinite 
section H of finite index with pZaHK ≅>=<)( , where H is a p -group and 
EHa =),(η  . 
 
     PROOF.   First let us show that every group G which is of type 2T  has a section S of 
finite index which is infinite generalized quaternion, that is,  >=< CxS ,  with 
∞
≅ 2ZC , 
11 −−
= ccxx  for every element c of C, and ax =2 ,  the unique element of C of order 2.  
Note that such a group S has >=< aSK )(  and Ea =)(η . We shall induct on the integer 
m in the definition of type 2T .  Let >=< 1,GxG  be of type 2T  as in Theorem 4.1 (ii) 
with ACHG )(1 ×= , etc.  Let 2a  be an element of C of order 4.  Let 2axz m= .  We have 
m
ccxxczz mm )1(1 −−− ==  for every Cc ∈  and aaaaxxaxaxz
mmmmm
2
)1(
22
2
2
2
2
2 )( −− === .  
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If m is odd,  >< Cz,  is the desired section. If m is even, say km 2= , then  
NCxS /,1 >=<  with },,,1{ azazN = has the desired generalized quaternion section by 
induction. To see this, note that we have shown that 1)( 22 == zza ; 1],[].[ == cxcz m for 
every Cc ∈ , zaaxxaxxzxx mm === −− 122
1
 so that 1SN < ; Na2  is the unique element in 
NCN /  of order 2 since Na ∉2 ; and finally, 2122 zaazaxx mk === − ,  so NaNx k 22 = . 
 
     Let npZaGK ≅>=<)( . We may assume that G does not have a subgroup 1H  of 
finite index which is type 2T , otherwise 1H  has a subgroup H which satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem by the argument just given.   
 
     Since by Lemma 3.3, )())(( aa ηηα =  for every )(GAut∈α , and since )(aη  is finite, 
each element in )(aη  has finitely many conjugates.  Thus ))(( aCH η=  has finite index 
in G.  If )(HKC = were a ∞p -group, then since C has finite index in H by Theorem 
C(iii), C would have finite index in G. Since )(GK  is finite, C could not be central. Thus 
by Lemma 3.11, we would have EGK =)( ; a contradiction. Thus )(HK  is finite. Since 
by Lemma 3.10, )()( HKGK ≤ ,  )(HK  is non-trivial, and we may suppose 
))(( aCG η=  . The set N of  p′ -elements forms an abelian subgroup and )(aN η≤ by 
Lemma 3.6. Now )/( NGKa ∈  by Lemma 3.7. If 
∞
≅=
p
ZNGKNP )/(/ , then 
∞<]/:/[ NPNG .  Now by [7,3.2.10], P is abelian, hence NQP ×= , where Q is a 
∞p -group and N is a finite p′ -group.  Thus ∞<]:[ QG , so 
∞
≅
p
ZGK )( ; a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that G is a p -group. 
 
     We have shown in Lemma 3.5 that >=<>< aaGK p )/( , so we may assume that 
pZGK ≅)( .  Consider )(GZ . If it is infinite, then by Theorem A,  EGZK =))(( unless 
FQGZ ×=)( , where Q is a ∞p -group and F is finite. If )(GZ  is finite, FQGZ ×=)( , 
where Q is cyclic and F is finite. Thus FQGZ ×=)(  , where Q is cyclic or quasicyclic 
and Qa ∈ .  Now },,:{)( fqFfQqqfa ≤∈∈=η . 
. 
Let us compute in FGG /= .  Suppose ∞<)(xη , with )(GZx ∉ .  Then )(xCG − is 
infinite and so is FxCG /))(( − .  Since  )()( xCxfC = for all Ff ∈ , 
)()()( xfxfCGxCG η≤−=− .  If )(xCGy −∈ , but )(xy η∉ ,  then nyx =  or 
xfy n = for some n and Ff ∈ ,  contradicting )(xfy η∈ . This shows that )(xη  is finite 
only if )(GZx ∈ . 
. 
     Let us show that }1{)( =aη .  Suppose 1=pz , 1≠z ,  If )(az η∈ , then qfz = , with 
fqFfQq ≤∈∈ ,, .  Since Fzfq ppp ∈= , 1=pq , so >∈< aq .  Thus ><=>< az . 
If )(az η∉ , then since )(aFz p η≤∈ , 1=pz .  Since Fz ∉ ,  ><=>< az  and again 
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><=>< az .  Thus >< a  is the only subgroup of G of order p. It follows that 
}1{)( =aη . 
 
     If )(xη  is finite, then )(GZx ∈ , so qfx =  where Qq ∈ .  We shall show that 
>=< pqq )(η .  We have shown that }1{)( =aη .  Suppose that we have established the 
equality >=< pqq )(η  for all Qq ∈  with mpaq <><><  ] : [ , and there is a Qq ∈ , with 
aq
mp
= .  Suppose ><−∈ pqqy )(η .  Then since mp paq <><><  ] : [ ,  )( pqy η∉ , so 
pn qy =  for some n.  Since >∉< pqy , we may assume that np | , say, pln = .  Thus 
( ) pplp qyz == ,  where ><−∈= pl qqyz )(η . We have ( ) 11 =− pqz .  Since )(qy η∈ , 
qz ≠ .  Since }1{)( =aη ,  saqz =−1  or ><∈= qaqz s .  This contradicts 
><−∈ pqqz )(η .  We have shown that QGK ≅)(  and that >=< pqq )(η  for every 
non-trivial Qq ∈ .  If Q is a ∞p -group, then ∞<)](:[ GKG , so ∞<]:[ QG , which gives 
∞
≅
p
ZGK )( , which is a contradiction.  Thus there is a group G with ><= aGK )( and 
><= pxx)(η  for each non-trivial ><∈ ax .  Now in ><= paGG / , 
pZaGK ≅><=)(  by Lemma 3.5 and }1{)()( =><=≤ paaa ηη .  This proves the 
theorem. 
 
     We need the following lemma which is stated in [10]. The main ideas for the proof 
can also be found in [6; p. 70, part 1] and [2; l.G.4 and l.G.6]. 
 
     LEMMA 4.4. Let G be infinite and either binary finite or a 2-group. If G has a finite 
maximal elementary abelian subgroup, then it has an infinite abelian subgroup of finite 
index. 
 
     THEOREM 4.5. If G is a countable group such that EGK ≠)(  , then one of the 
following holds: 
 
(i) G is of type 1T : CFPG )( ×= , with F a finite group; P a ∞p -group; and )(FZC ≤ , a 
cyclic group of order a power of p. In this case PGK =)(  . 
 
(ii) G is of type 2T : >=< 1,GxG , where CFPG )(1 ×=  with F a finite group; P a ∞2 -
group; )(FZC ≤ , a cyclic group of order a power of 2, 11 −− = zzxx  for every element z 
of P, 2]:[ 1 =GG  and there exists an m such that ax m =2 , the unique element of C of 
order 2. In this case >=< aGK )( . 
 
(iii) G has an infinite section H, which is a 2-generated p -group for an odd prime p and 
pZHK ≅)( . 
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    PROOF.   We know by Theorems C(iii) and 4.1 that 
∞
≅
p
ZGK )(  if and only if (i) 
holds. On the other hand, if npZGK ≅)(  then by Theorem 4.3 there is an infinite section 
H with pZaHK ≅><=)( , with H a p -group and }1{)( =aη . Clearly >< a  is a 
maximal elementary abelian subgroup. If H is binary finite or a 2-group, then by Lemma 
4.4, H has an infinite abelian subgroup of finite index. By Lemma 3.11, this is only 
possible if (ii) holds. Otherwise 2≠p  and H has an infinite subgroup L which is 2-
generated with La ∈ and K (L) finite. By Lemma 3.5, L has a factor group which satisfies 
(iii). 
 
     COROLLARY 4.6. If G is countable and either binary finite or a 2-group such that 
EGK ≠)( , then either G is of type 1T  and K(G) is ∞p -group or G is of type 2T  and 
2)( ZGK ≅ . 
 
     REMARKS. We have not been able to improve Theorem 4.5 to include in (iii) the 
statement >=< aHK )(  with }1{)( =aη . Of course, the likely place to look for groups of 
the type described in 4.5 (iii) is a central extension of pZ  by a group B which is either a 
Novikov-Adjan group (see [4]) or a Tarski-Monster constructed by Ol'shanskii [5]. This 
necessitates the study of maps pZBBW →×:  which satisfy 
 
),(),(),(),( zyWyzxWyxWzxyW +=+ , 
 
which seems quite difficult. 
 
     Now we examine some uncountable groups. 
 
     THEOREM 4.7. If G is an uncountable class 2 nilpotent p -group for p odd, then 
GG =Ω )(1 . For each infinite cardinal m there is a class 2 nilpotent 2-group G of 
power m2 such that mG <=Ω 2)(1 . 
 
     PROOF. Consider the tree mT <= 2  of functions from ordinals less than m into 2, 
ordered by function extension. T has m<2  nodes and m2  paths (a path corresponds to a 
function from m into 2.) Let V be the m2  -dimensional vector space over 2Z  with basis Σ , 
the set of paths of T. Let W be the m<2 -dimensional vector space over 2Z  with basis N, 
the set of nodes of T. We define for each f and g in Σ , ),( gfρ to be the largest element 
of N common to both f and g if gf ≠ and 0),( =ffρ . Extend ρ by bilinearity to all 
of V. Let γ be any bilinear function from VV ×  to W such that 0),( ≠vvγ  for Σ∈v and 
),(),(),( uvvuvu γγρ += . Consider the class 2 nilpotent 2-group WVG γ=  (see [1]). If 
1),( 2 =av  with Vv ∈≠0  and Wa ∈ , then 0),( =vvγ .  Suppose ∑
=
=
n
i
ifv
1
 with 
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Σ∈≠ ji ff .  Then ∑∑
<=
==
ji
ji
n
ji
ji ffffvv ),(),(),(
1,
ργγ .  If a is maximal in T among the 
),( ji ffρ  then a is unpaired among the values ),( ji ffρ , so 0),( ≠vvγ .  Thus only the 
elements of W have order 2. This proves the second statement. 
 
     If G is an uncountable class 2 nilpotent p-group for p odd with GG <Ω )(1 , then 
since the derived group G' is abelian, GG <′  (see [8; p. 184, Corollary 1]). Assume 
that G is an example with smallest cardinality.  It is clear that G is a successor cardinal. 
Since GG ′/ is abelian, it has an elementary abelian subgroup GH ′/  with 
GGGGH =′=′ // .  If Hyx ∈, , then )(],[ GZyx ∈  and )(GZGx p ≤′∈ , so 
1],[],[ == yxyx pp , and hence pH =′exp .  Let }{ Hx ′α  be a basis for HH ′/ . Since 
Hx p ′∈α , there is a set T of power G  and an Ha ′∈ such that ax
p
=α  for every T∈α . 
But then 1],[)( 211 == 






−−
p
p xxxx βααβ , so GG =Ω )(1  . 
 
     COROLLARY 4.8. For each infinite cardinal m there is a class 2 nilpotent 2-group 
G of power m2 such that every abelian subgroup A satisfies mA <≤ 2 . 
 
      PROOF. This is clear since if mA <> 2 , then mAAG <>=Ω≥Ω 2)()( 11 ; a 
contradiction. 
 
      REMARK. The uncountable group constructed in [3] is similar. 
 
      COROLLARY 4.9. If G is an uncountable class 2 nilpotent group, then EGK =)( . 
 
      PROOF.  If G is a counter-example of smallest cardinality and )(1 GKa ∈≠ , then 
Ga <)(η , so we may assume ma ≤)(η and += mG .  Thus, by arguments like those 
used in the proof of the theorem, we need only prove the corollary for groups G such that 
GG ′/ and G′  have exponent p. If p is odd, then Theorem 4.7 gives a contradiction, so we 
suppose that 2=p . We have 12 =a , and if }{)( aaGx −−∈ η , then ax =2 .  Let  
}{ αx be such that }{ Gx ′α is a basis for GG ′/ . Let x be any fixed element of 
)(}{ axT ηα −= . If Tx ∈α , then ],[],[)( 222 αααα xxxxxxxx == .  Thus there must be 
TS ≤0 such that TS =0  and axx =],[ α  for all 0Sx ∈α . Fix 0Sxy ∈≠ . Again there is 
01 SS ≤ such that 01 SS = and axy =],[ α  for all 1Sx ∈α . Fix 1, Syxz ∈≠ and find 
12 SS ≤  such that 12 SS =  and axz =],[ α for all 2Sx ∈α .  Thus for each 2Sx ∈α ,  
1],][,][,][,][,][,[],[)()()( 6222 ==== axyxxzyzxxzyxzxxyzxxyxyzx αααααα . But 
αxyzx  are distinct members of )(aη  for 2Sx ∈α , which is a contradiction. 
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     REMARK. Although it seems quite likely that Corollary 4.9 holds for all uncountable 
locally nilpotent groups, we have not even been able to extend it to class 3 nilpotent 
groups. 
 
     EXAMPLE 4.10. There are class 2 nilpotent p -groups with EKD => . To see this, 
consider one of the groups G constructed (using G.C.H.) in [1]. G has the properties (p is 
a prime): 
(i) += λG , where λ  is an infinite cardinal; 
(ii) pZGZG ≅=′ )( ; 
(iii) if A is an abelian subgroup of G , λ≤A ; 
(iv) pGG =′)/exp( . 
 
Thus if GG ≤α , where GG <α , GG ′=′α .  It follows that GD ′= . On the other hand, 
we know that )(GZGK =′≤ .  Let Ga ′∈≠1 .   Since 
}1{(}1:{)( −><−=∈= agGga pη , if λη ≤)(a , take )(0 aGx η−∈ , ax p =0 .  Then 
+
=− λη )()( 0 axC , and for every )()( 0 axCx η−∈ , ax p = .  Then 
1)( 001 == −− ppp xxxx , so )(01 axx η∈− .  Thus += λη )(a , and so EK = . 
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